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Abstract 

The authors point to compose this paper is to distinguish and analyse different social limitations and taboos displayed 

by Manjukapur in her novel Home. Kapur present the complex structure of the joint family frame work in Indian society where 

individuals deliberately or unwittingly take after a few age ancient social traditions which eventually is coordinates as the 

portion of their identity, thought design, and conduct. On the other hand Kapur more over presents the heroine who gets to be 

the casualty of this generalization and turns out to be the mouthpiece of the creator. Home presents the picture of females not 

as it were being victimized in a male-dominated society but is developed as a column of quality and transformation to combat 

the age-old convention that comes on her way. 
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1. Introduction 

ManjuKapur through her works builds up herself in a wide space of the scholarly field. Her works 

counting Difficult Daughters, A Married Woman, Home, The Immigrant, Custody, and Brothers reflect 

the bind of human identity and disposition. She appears profound knowledge in making plot, characters, 

milieu, and subjects beneath the domain of societal structure. Her works are created with the treads of 

traditions, conventions, and customs taken after by Indian society at each crossroads. But each coin has 

two sides as Kapur’s works reflect the darker side of the social standards and traditions.  

It is accepted that Indian society is known for its wealthy legacy within the shape of different societies, 

conventions and customs meant for the individuals to form solidarity and bliss. But the individuals from 

ages have been molding or abusing the same for their claim advantage.Individuals in some cases are too 

seen to take after them indiscriminately and incapable to get it the rationale behind it as a result of 

which it makes the generalization and individuals ended up the casualty of the same. Victimization of 

female beneath the shroud of family bequest:  

ManjuKapur's Home is additionally based on the patriarchal environment and nearly each one of the 

family follows the rules within the title of the bequest set by the preeminent specialist of the family- 

LalaBanwariLal. Kapur brilliantly communicates how these social standards ended up portion of human 

nature and how the characters like Nisha, Sunita indeed Sona, and Rupa ended up the sufferers. The 

novel rotates around the life of BanwariLal’s family who runs a shop in Karol Bagh, a celebrated 

Sallehetal. 
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showcase in Delhi. He has three children out of which the girl Sunita is hitched to the businessperson in 

Bareilly and two children Yashpal and PyareLal live with him taking after the standards of joint family 

structure which sets the patriarchal culture among the family individuals. Each page of the novel 

includes a noteworthy string to the standard and ordinary set up taken after within the title of culture 

and convention.  

Parenthood as an Extreme Objective: The novel starts by delineating the condition of Sona and Rupa. 

Both of them are childless but there's a tremendous contrast between the recognitions towards their 

destiny. Sona takes her barrenness as a revile and takes after strict ceremonies to it would be ideal if 

you God so that she can be favored with the blessing called motherhood. She does fasting and giving to 

specific her dedication. She towards the God which itself puts incongruity on the so-called ceremonies 

and traditions which just gotten to be implies of bribing God for satisfying one’s possess want. Each 

Tuesday she fasted.  

Already she would eat natural product and drink drain once amid this day, presently she changed over 

to a nirjal quick. No water from sun up to sun down. She rested on the floor, went without from sex, 

woke early within the morning showered some time recently dawn. Within the final evening, she went 

to the nearby sanctuary, buying natural products on the way to disperse to as numerous Brahmins as 

she may. [1] (Home page14)  

Kapur brilliantly depicts the character of Rupa who is additionally childless but is developed as an 

business person who is upheld by her family in her pickle trade. She too performs a key part in raising 

and imbibing values in Nisha, not at all like Sona who falls flat to supply protective cherish to Vicky. 

Rupa’s act of supporting her family by gaining cash and raising the girl of her sister reflect the concept of 

parenthood. The implied message is parenthood isn't simply limited to giving birth but may be a feeling 

which Rupa Showers on Nisha despite being fruitless. While, Sona’s intellect is bounded with an age-old 

concept that nurturing adore ought to be given to the natural children that's why she cannot cherish 

Vicky as her possess child. 

Sona’s barrenness too gets to be the sole reason for her ruined relationship with her mother –in- law as 

she considers that Sona purposely denies the parenthood which portrays that as per the social 

standards, parenthood must be the another step of the hitched couple, and its accepted that 

parenthood makes a lady total. …enjoying, getting a charge out of, mumbled the mother hazily, 

envisioning the utilize of birth control. [2] (Home page 11) 

Here, the mother- in- law rather than supporting her within the troublesome stage faults her for not 

creating the beneficiary of the family. Dr. Ajay Kumar Sharma States that; It could be a commonplace 

Indian conviction that matrimonial fornication must abdicate the gather ofpregnancy; something else, 

the blotch of barrenness gets to be the destined fate of a bride. [3] Settlement, Residential Viciousness 

& Standard Culture: Kapur too delineates the issue of household savagery and endowment by displaying 

the character of Sunita whose wedding was settled with the favoring of Babaji and the family thought it 

was the leading coordinate but things turned upside down when Sunita’s spouse rises as a lush and eager 

for the endowment and one day Sunita passes on in a kitchen mishap clearing out her child Vicky behind.  
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The character of Sunita is an encapsulation of a stifled lady who acknowledges a stifled lady who 

acknowledges the injury as her fate and cannot raise her voice against the sick treatment. She as well 

accepts within the myth of awful karma and chooses to compensate the sins of her past lives by 

persevering her show agonies.  Additionally, the creator moreover derides at the mass that takes after 

the so-called devout Masters aimlessly and considers their words and choices as a preeminent one. 

Indeed the marriage of Yashpal and Sona moreover takes put with the assent of Babaji.  

Kapur moreover describes the occurrence when Sona and Yashpal visit an otherworldly put an called 

Chitai to look for the endowments of supernatural Devi so that they can be favored with a child. Cherish 

Marriage Vs Organized Marriage: The creator moreover presents the concept of cherish marriage and 

the recognition of the society towards the cherish marriage. Yashpal falls in adore with Sona at the 

primary locate but when he approaches his guardians they deny the marriage considering that cherish 

marriage would be the jump within the way of the money related security and agreement of the family. 

At the same time, they consider the benefits of organized marriage such as endowment, family 

distinction, and understanding of the values together.  

Kapur too focuses out the separation of Indian families towards the female child. As specified prior, 

BanwariLal is exceptionally cautious whereas selecting a daughter-in-law for the family but he just 

overlooks his daughter’s marriage. That’s why when he comes to know that Murli runs a little retail shop 

and does not request much settlement, he gets her girl hitched without indeed a moment thought. 

Murli does not have a mother or a sister at his domestic which is considered as a additionally point for 

this coordinates which shows the normal disposition of mothers-in-law and sisters-in-law towards the 

lady.  

Afterward on, the concept of sexual orientation portrayal is specified once more as the birth of Nisha 

after ten a long time of marriage doesn’t make Sona upbeat but her delight comes to the seventh sky 

when she gives birth to Raju. Female Objectification: Kapur moreover describes the concept of marriage 

and the beautification of female within the marriage showcase within the starting as Sona together with 

her mother visits BanwariLal’s Shop when she comes to Delhi to go to the marriage as her mother 

considers that it is exceptionally critical for a young lady to see satisfactory whereas she comes to the 

age of marriage.  

 Afterward, so much cash is went through on Nisha’s Gems and clothing amid her brothers’ wedding so 

that the imminent groom’s family can be pulled in. Kapur too describes the so-called effect of stars on 

the individuals in India as Nisha is born as a mangli as per the horoscope and it was anticipated the 

young lady may make an awful sign. Due to this reason, Sona is concerned approximately her marriage. 

Another social polarity is seen when Sona does not permit Nisha to play exterior as she stresses that her 

skin would be dark but when she contends that Raju is additionally dark she answers that for males 

black skin may be a image of Ruler Krishna.  

Indian society accepts skin colour decides a person's worth. In our culture, all ethics are related with 

"reasonable" whereas anything dull has negative intentions. [5] But it contrasts between male and 

female as the devout implications say that Master Krishna had dark skin.  Another social disgrace seen 
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within the novel when Nisha enters a youthful age, she is compelled by her mother to do residential 

work and cooking which is considered as a beat need of the groom’s family whereas they explore for the 

bride and individuals are continuously suspicious around taught daughter-in-law.  

Sona also compels Nisha to do fasting amid Karva Chauth considering that fasting could be a dedication 

of a lady towards God and Nisha would be favored with a great life accomplice. When Nisha is sexually 

mishandled by her cousin Vicky, she faces intense sadness as a result of which her guardians send her to 

Rupa’s house. Amid that time, the family is suspicious towards Vicky but no activity is taken considering 

because it would ruin the distinction of the family in society. 

In addition, ready to see that no consideration is given to Nisha’s instruction and college determination. 

Like his guardians Nisha moreover gets to be the casualty of societal standards when she falls in cherish 

with Suresh, as her possess family makes jump in their relationship and gotten to be implies of their 

partition as; Suresh is from the lower caste. The incongruity is, her possess father Yashpal who once 

upon a time battled with his family to wed Sona cannot get it his daughter's genuine cherish and 

considers adore marriage as fiendish.  

Nisha, expensive girl, take off all contemplations of this grimy moo caste man, what can he donate you 

command to what ready to orchestrate for you? Marriage into a family that will empower you and your 

children to live comfortably for the rest of your life.[6](Home Page 199) Female and Business: Nisha goes 

through the stage of physical as well as mental injury when Suresh takes off her but picks up the 

certainty to continue her life and communicates her crave to bolster her family in their family trade, but 

her family does not permit her considering that as per the social standards as it were guys can see after 

the family commerce and for female employments like educating is more appropriate. 

 She works as an educator for a few time but due to the intuitive to be an business visionary takes off 

her work and borrows cash from her father to begin her possess boutique named Nisha’s Creation and 

in this manner is developed as an business person. She is more adroit and committed in her trade than 

her brother and Yashpal is additionally mindful of the reality as inside a brief period of time she returns 

the cash which she borrowed from him to set up her claim commerce.  But once more as per the social 

generalization a girl cannot take over the family commerce and marriage is an extreme 

predetermination of a woman's character he keeps mum. 

Nisha is at the crest of her career when her guardians discover a mangli widower named Arvind. As per 

the assention, she precedes her trade indeed after her marriage but her normal mother-in-law considers 

that a female can’t be a business person and a female’s life points to do family work and to create the 

beneficiary of the family. Eventually she gives birth to twins and in this manner gives up against the 

social standard which shows that a woman's personality is deficient without being a mother. 

2. Conclusion 

Kapur through her novel Home speaks to diverse traditions, conventions, and ceremonies such as the 

concept of organized marriage, parenthood, fasting, hierarchal choices within the family as a portion of 

family bequest, and nearly all the characters are seen taking after the same deliberately or unknowingly 
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since it has ended up the acquired portion of their identity. But it is watched that at one point of time, it 

too makessocial disasters like share, residential viciousness, sex segregation, bias against the adore 

marriage as a result of which characters like Nisha, Sona, Rupa, and Sunita gotten to be the casualties. 

Here the sufferers can be separated into two categories one who endures everything quietly as for them 

it may be a portion of the custom. Sona and Sunita drop into the primary category while Nisha and Rupa 

attempt to find logic and legitimization behind everything and provide a solid battle to set up their self 

in spite of confronting the social generalizations. 
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